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QUARTO STRATEGIC PLANNING 2015 
 

Historical Overview 
QUARTO has been consistently produced since 1991 by a volunteer Editor and all-
volunteer staff of writers, associate editors, proofreaders, marketing professionals and de-
signers (starting with the Alabama Shakespeare Festival, followed by California State 
University and Southern Utah University and currently with California State University 
and the Utah Shakespeare Festival).  From 1991-2012, hard copies were printed and 
mailed and STA produced two, annual issues (Winter and Summer)--always under    
budget and on deadline.  As an E-Magazine, QUARTO remains on budget (all volunteer 
labor and zero mailing costs), has increased from 4-12 pages to 18-24 pages, and contin-
ues with two annual issues. 
 
Branding 
The Shakespeare Theatre Association has branded QUARTO as an online international  
E-Magazine showcasing the world’s Shakespeare Festivals in an objective way. Although 
the magazine exists to promote STA and Shakespeare-in-production worldwide, STA   
Officers and longtime Editor Jim Volz have long felt that the best way to do this is to steer 
clear of overly subjective reporting and not position QUARTO as an in-house organiza-
tional newsletter.  Instead, the purpose of QUARTO is to focus on future news of interest 
to Shakespeare and Theatre leaders everywhere. Remaining “objective” in reporting the 
news lends credence to the quality and integrity of the publication and furthers the goals 
of the STA membership. 
 

QUARTO READERSHIP 
Presumably, the STA Membership is the core readership and it is certainly the core con-
tributor to QUARTO’s content.  Efforts are made to include STA-member submissions 
and seasons in every other issue (to avoid repetition of seasons and to include as many 
companies and timely news and photos as possible). Unlike many publications, photos of 
recent past photos are included in QUARTO to assist the smaller and midsize companies 
who don’t have the media and photo resources of larger companies. 
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Even though the STA membership is the core readership, the STA Leadership has always 
endeavored to keep the content worldwide (even during the STAA years) so that the mag-
azine would be attractive to its secondary audience. Aside from STA members, the 
QUARTO Mailing List and readership has long consisted of leaders of: 
 
League of Resident Theatres (LORT),  
Theatre Communications Group (TCG), 
Association of Theatre in Higher Education (ATHE),  
University Resident Theatre Association (URTA),  
Institute of Outdoor Theatre (IOT), 
United States Institute of Theatre Technology (USITT),  
National Association of Schools of Theatre (NAST),  
National Theatre Conference (NTC), 
National Endowment for the Arts (NEA),  
American Theatre Critics Association (ATCA), 
and UK/USA Libraries who have expressed interest and who drive public opinion and 
serve as the collective “think-tank” of the American/English Theatre. 
 
The STA leadership would like to continue to develop the Email List for QUARTO to 
include more international theatre leaders, theatre company members, arts funders, media, 
theatre board members and others and needs the members of STA to forward QUARTO to 
its own in-house lists and encourage their own constituencies to “SUBSCRIBE/SIGN ON 
TO THE COMPLIMENTARY EMAIL LIST).” 
 
HOW QUARTO HAS BEEN USED AND MAY BEST BE USED IN THE FUTURE 
1) QUARTO can be an excellent advocacy tool internally to showcase each compa-

ny’s own standing in the international community to their own Board of Trustees, 
Company members, Funders, Patrons, Audience Members and Media; 

2) QUARTO can be used to identify directors, designers, actors, educators and crafts-
people whose work may be viewed by attending the world’s Shakespeare Festi-
vals; 

3) QUARTO can be used as an informational tool for national and international me-
dia who are seeking Shakespeare experts, media quotes on international trends, 
Shakespeare community resources, educational research on Shakespeare-in-
production and/or perspective in regards to their own local Shakespeare Festivals; 

4) QUARTO can be used as an internal communications and advocacy tool within 
STA to share artistic, managerial and educational advice, best practices, resources, 
personnel, entrepreneurial ideas and plans. 
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WHAT THE STA MEMBERSHIP SHOULD KNOW ABOUT QUARTO 
1) QUARTO publishes two issues each year and the deadlines have been the same 

since 1991:  
Deadline #1: October 1 (for future news from January 1 through December 31); 
Deadline #2: March 1 (for future news June 1 through December 31). 

2) The focus is on future news with the hopes that readers will consider visiting other 
theatres to review the work of directors, designers, actors and the overall company, 
and with the understanding that in the 21st century with electronic media offering 
instantaneous information, most readers find old news repetitive or, well, old. 

3) A goal of stories is to offer teasers of seasons and general news and to drive read-
ers to each theatre’s independent WEBSITE (where theatres can expand on their 
own work and present information with their own institutional biases); 

4) Preference is always given to STA Members in regards to photo and story inclu-
sion but it is up to the companies to submit their information and photos and non-
STA member Shakespeare news and photos are always welcomed when it fits the 
stated mission of STA.  

5) In terms of the make-up and layout of STA: the best photos and the most timely 
and valuable information are selected (regardless of membership) in order to as-
sure that QUARTO appeals visually and intellectually to the overall readership. 
That said, virtually ALL written submissions from STA members have been edited 
and included in one of the two annual issues for over two decades. 

 
HOW YOU CAN HELP INSURE YOUR                                                                                               

COMPANY’S INCLUSION IN FUTURE ISSUES OF QUARTO* 
*Pass this on to your Media/Marketing Team! 

1) Write stories specifically for QUARTO for an international audience and for 
STA’s readership (you don’t have to tell the QUARTO readership who wrote 
Shakespeare’s plays, for example, but do list the author of every non-Shakespeare 
play you submit); 

2) Submit stories of international interest, if possible, and leave out local references 
that would be meaningless to readers outside your city. Please DO NOT put Editor 
Jim Volz on your Weekly/Monthly/Quarterly Press Release Email Lists.  At one 
time, the STA Editor had over 500 theatres clogging his University Email box with 
stories and photos! 

3) Identify your photos clearly with, at the very least, the names of the photo’s actors, 
director, play title, the year produced and the photographer’s name. (ie: Robert 
Smith as Petruchio and Sylvia Bland as Bianca in San Francisco Shakespeare Fes-
tival’s 2014 The Taming of the Shrew, directed by Amanda Plum. Photo:  John 
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Western.)  Try to follow QUARTO’s style. Italicize play titles, use Photo: John 
Western, etc. 

4) Read  QUARTO and suggest stories for the ongoing sections: 
A) SEASONS OF SHAKESPEARE (100-150 word overviews of upcoming 

shows); 
B) SHAKESPEAREAN SNIPPETS (Up to 100 word overviews of special pro-

grams, historical tidbits, recent discoveries, marketing brainstorms, fundrais-
ing ideas or personnel changes in Artistic Director, Managing Director or 
Education Director; 

C) WEIRD WILLIAM (100-150 word stories about Shakespeare-related shows 
(ie Much a Doobie Brothers About Nothing), products (Shakespeare is an 
Avon product buttons), services (Bard To Go Touring), events                             
(ie Bard-B-Qs), etc. 

Also, longer feature articles or collaborative research projects, especially those that 
involve more than one STA member theatre, are always encouraged and should be 
discussed with the Editor prior to deadline for stylistic, visual support and space 
consideration planning.  Guest writers are always welcomed!  

 
QUARTO feedback is always welcomed.  Special thanks are due to the Utah Shakespeare 
Festival and California State University, Fullerton, STA’s two major partners in produc-
tion, and to Associate Editor Cindy Melby Phaneuf, who helps shape every issue. 
Utah Shakespeare Festival’s Bruce Lee and Philip Hermansen have been exceptional in 
providing the design and layout of QUARTO and STA is grateful to the USF leadership 
team for making them available to QUARTO for a number of excellent issues to date.  
Thanks are also due to STA Executive Director Patrick Flick who made marvelous deci-
sions in developing the online and email process for QUARTO and to David Dreyfoos 
and Lesley Schisgall Currier, who were instrumental in getting QUARTO online. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
JIM VOLZ, PH.D.  
PRESIDENT, CONSULTANTS FOR THE ARTS 
PROFESSOR, CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, FULLERTON 
EDITOR, SHAKESPEARE THEATRE ASSOCIATION’S QUARTO 
 
OFFICE:  (657) 278-3538  
EMAIL:   jvolz@fullerton.edu 
 
Author, WORKING IN AMERICAN THEATRE, METHUEN DRAMA (2012) 
Author, HOW TO RUN A THEATRE 2ND EDITION, METHUEN DRAMA (2011) 
Author, THE BACK STAGE GUIDE TO WORKING IN REGIONAL THEATER (2007) 
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